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The Enlightenment Foundations
of World Environmentalism
GREGORY A. BARTON
Introduction
How did the environmental movement begin? Many scholars
detect a congeries of key ideas behind the massive conservation
movement at the end of the nineteenth century and early twentieth century. From Donald Worster, who posited a pagan
"Arcadian" past for environmental inspiration, (the most conventional notion), to Richard Grove, who argued that the destruction
of nature on the periphery of European maritime empires kindled
early environmental awareness, the question has not been satisfactorily answered.
This article provides an ideational framework to the conservation movement— the first phase of environmentalism. Three
distinct ideas, I argue, profoundly affected the thinking of
Victorian conservationists, particularly as regard the imperial forest policy that initiated the world's first massive environmental
action.1 The framework for this action is three fold: 1) enlightenment optimism, 2) Victorian "managed" pessimism, and 3)
increased confidence in state intervention, including but not limited to, imperialism.
By World War I a large area of forested land around the globe
lay in the public trust, managed by a professional cadre of government foresters. In the British colonies alone the crown had
environmentally protected a land mass equal to ten times the size
of Great Britain, overseen by an army of empire foresters.2
Concurrently in the United States, after transferring one billion
acres of public land into private hands in the early and mid 1800's
(approximately one half of the land mass of the continental
United States), a change suddenly occurred. Congress authorized
the President to set aside forest lands by proclamation and began
America's process of environmental protection that would lead
eventually to setting aside 15 percent of its land mass for various
forms of protection and public use.3 What were the ideas that
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 1999
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underlay this massive transformation of the globe?4
1. Enlightenment Optimism and the Potential for Change
In the eighteenth century Enlightenment thinkers introduced
new ideas about nature. In addition to the long-standing observation that climate affected humans and culture, certain thinkers
argued for the first time that human activity affected climate, and
thus nature. Alexander von Humboldt saw man's influence on
nature as global, not just local or national. Humboldt saw wide
global change—humans disseminating plants throughout the
world, changing and modifying nature, pursuing agriculture,
gathering plants in exotic climates, pressing nature into narrow
channels, and leaving the scenery of developed countries with a
larger population and a monotonous landscape.5 A contemporary
of Humboldt, Johann Herder, saw man "as a band of bold though
diminutive giants, gradually descending from the mountains, to
subjugate the earth and change climates with their feeble arms.
How far they are capable of going in this respect the future will
show." 6
But the new understanding that humans changed the environment and even affected local and global climate did not necessarily foreshadow environmentalism. Montesquieu, for example,
who along with Humboldt and Herder stressed the interplay
between the environment and human culture, also expressed fear
that under-population would allow nature to grow and prosper at
the expense of civilization.7 Hume and Kant, fully aware that
human intervention effected climate, nonetheless applauded the
healthful result of draining marshes and clearing forests. Forest
clearance and cultivation, they believed, improved the New
World-America in particular—with milder winters, cooler summers, and a general climatic improvement.8
Buffon hated regions never inhabited by humans, with
gloomy forests that threatened safety and choked out the soft
delights of a cultivated landscape. He saw uninhabited nature as
a waste and, if not dangerous, then unhealthy. He saw man as
noble, with nature his mistress. As a god he controlled torrents,
conquered the tumultuous sea and turned nature's waste into fertile land. "How beautiful it is, this cultivated Nature! that by
man's care it is brilliantly and pompously subdued." [Qu'elle est
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/ccr/vol40/iss40/3
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belle, cette Nature cultivee! que par les soins de l'homme elle est
brillante et pompeusement paree!].9 Buffon even advocated cutting forests to increase the ground heat of northern Europe and
thus create a more temperate climate. The vision to preserve or
the boldness to restore nature to a pristine condition, cannot be
found in Buffon, Montesquieu, Herder, or Humboldt.
The idea of an orderly and designed world meant for many a
nature infused with purpose and direction, while in other writers
it held no purpose or direction at all.
Hume and Kant, for
instance, questioned the objective existence of nature altogether.
Hume attempted to cut the biblical umbilical cord of nature that
gave humankind a role of domination and stewardship. 10 By
arguing against natural theology and its doctrine of providential
design Kant asserted that causality cannot be proven and that the
very concept of nature is a construct of the human mind—an
idea—with human intelligence attempting to set value and interpretation artificially to nature."
Paradoxically even the ontological doubts raised by Kant and
Hume have not, as Glacken pointed out, eliminated teleology
from the modern understanding of nature, but rather shifted the
emphasis to "the idea of progress." This last notion did not necessarily deny creation or the idea of a designed earth, but it
emphasized an unbounded optimism that humankind can and
ought to manage his environment so that he materially improves
his happiness. Certainly forest clearance could contribute to
human control and happiness. But the idea of progress led to a
broad-based management of nature that the ancients could never
have even foreseen. Humans could for the first time imagine utilizing vast fields of knowledge, observation, and experience to
effect a utilitarian stewardship over nature, while preserving and
managing nature for its own sake and for future generations.
J.B. Bury traced the idea of progress from enlightenment optimism—a belief in the continuous progress in knowledge, which in
turn led to a greater control over the environment. Since the doctrine of progress "is a theory which involves a synthesis of the
past and a prophecy of the future" it required an environmentalism of necessity—a rational belief that the earth would be habitable in the year 2100 A.D. or beyond.12
This prophetic concern for the future of the earth and of sociPublished by BYU ScholarsArchive, 1999
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ety had its origin in the victory, in the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries, of the "moderns" over the "ancients." Though widely
dismissed today as a poetical dialectic, for over a century the
argument staked the central idea of the enlightenment against a
stubborn opponent; conservatism. If the world degenerated, as
the advocates of the ancients contended, then the best poetry, philosophy, science, and political systems were in the past; minds
could not be produced of equal mental vigor; grass is less green,
the sun less warm, the prospects of the future bleak. An assiduous study of the ancients, conservatives argued, could at least
preserve the best that had been produced for a declining culture
and world.
But if the moderns prevailed, then the present age could be
considered a high point of human history. Nature, according to
the moderns, was still vigorous and would be so forever. Science
would only improve the lot of human kind, and history could be
seen as the life of a man who matured from youth to middle age,
with no old age occurring. Why? Because the human race would
always learn from the past and produce offspring as good or better than the world had seen. The world would become, increasingly, a handmaiden, subservient to the will of humans, made to
be gentle and obedient, producing bountiful harvests, timber, minerals, and coal. The ocean would be a highway for commerce and
equality between nations and people. Nature would be a genie
loosed from the bottle of superstition to serve humans. But who
would loose the genie? Science seemed the obvious candidate,
with the Royal Society founded in 1660 and the Academy of
Sciences founded in 1665. Both seemed destined to play just
such a role. Dryden optimistically serenaded the new societies
who saw "remotest regions....allied...one city of the universe,
where some may gain and all may be supplied."13
What did the moderns think of the past? As Condorcet
argued, the past served as a bad example~we learn from the
ancients by studying the mistakes of the past and by properly
applying the physical sciences to the needs of men. This obsession with the future, regard for the mistakes of the past, respect
for the physical sciences, and unbounded optimism of the capabilities of man, provided, as will be shown, the raw material out
of which modern environmentalism had its origins.14
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/ccr/vol40/iss40/3
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2. Victorian Pessimism and Climate Theory
The optimism that humankind could and should change the environment for the better merged in early environmental thought
with a deep premonition that things could go horribly wrong.
Malthus contributed to this "managed pessimism" by demonstrating in his classic Essay on Population that civilization produced
problems as well as solved them. His inquiries—critical of
Condorcet and Godwin—etched the limits and possibilities of
progress by eschewing notions of the perfectibility of society
inherent not only in Rousseau but also in Adam Smith and the
ideal of the unregulated marketplace. Malthus' formula that
"population increases in a geometrical, food in an arithmetical
ratio" served as a corrective to blind optimism.15
Just as disease, slums, crime, and factory conditions forced
Victorians into government intervention, so too did timber shortages, soil erosion, and the fear of devastating climate change.
Imperial forestry officials, along with Marx and Darwin, credited
Malthus for sparking their insight. While enlightenment optimism encouraged the remaking of the world, the attempt to define
the limits of optimism—described by Malthus as resource scarcity—served to encourage a vast intervention for preservation.
Malthus demonstrated that catastrophe followed hard on the heels
of resource depletion. Optimism and pessimism proved a mixed
drink of powerful potency. Victorian imperial officials were convinced that civilization produced problems and, simultaneously,
the means to solve them. These same officials experienced the
problem, prescribed the solution, and persuaded their masters,
both governments and people, to take the medicine.
By the late nineteenth century dire social prophesy, intermixed with optimism, abounded at all levels: economic, racial,
religious, imperial—and, it must be noted, environmental.16 In literature Matthew Arnold exemplified the foreboding felt at the
decline of religion.17 In social thought Henry Mayhew and
Charles Booth, along with William Morris, chronicled the growing hardship of the poor and feared (or predicted as with Marx)
the social consequences. Joseph Chamberlain expressed widespread popular concerns about Britain's fate in a world of giant
empires. And the fear that natural resources would run out affected governmental officials in various departments.18
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 1999
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The fear of catastrophe haunted empire foresters. The
Muslim conquest served as a prime example of catastrophe to
foresters who observed denuded hills in Muslim areas. Shifting
cultivation—the burning of forest to clear land for a single crop
of grass—and grazing for vast herds of cattle, sheep, and goats
precipitated the worst damage . Berthold Ribbentrop, Inspectorgeneral of forests in India in the 1880s to 90s, wrote:
that the wholesale destruction of forests had the most deteriorating
effect on the climate of India is certain, and sufficient proof of this
assertion can be found in the numerous deserted village sites and
mounds, indicating the previous existence of a dense population in
parts of the country where cultivation is at present found only in the
most favorable situations.19
The existence of "settlements on a scale unmistakably indicated by extensive ruins" and the evidence of ancient systems of
artificial irrigation proved the case to British administrators.
Thus "the wholesale and continuous firing of the forest vegetation
of the country" destroyed previous civilizations.20
This combination of historical imagination and eschatology
produced the ruling theory of environmentalism for the nineteenth century. Government officials envisioned a massive environmental regeneration to restore the ancient and pristine balance,
and, to use a modern phrase, "terraform" the terrain. Ribbentrop
argued that
If it once be accepted that the climate of India would regain its pristine state by a complete afforestation of a large proportion of the
country, every step in that direction must exercise small advance
(however immeasurable) in that direction.21
Contemporary reports of Indian forest administrators, scientific journals, and popular magazines kept climate theory current
with the reading public and with legislators. Nineteenth-century
sources prior to 1855 show a lively debate on the influences of
deforestation on climate, with Europe as well as the United States
holding a major place in the observations. Often reports ricocheted through a number of sources, with no one paradigm —
such as Grove's "island thesis" — at work.
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/ccr/vol40/iss40/3
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As an example, a report first published in Warsaw in 1826
detailed the role that the forest of Bialowieza played in water flow
and climate.22 The forest, situated in Lithuania and the favorite
hunting ground of the Czars, contributed more to the river flow
of the Narew and Bug rivers than did high mountains or glaciers,
the article claimed. The Magazine of Natural History reprinted
the report in September, 1835.23 It gained notice again in 1845
when the book Geology of Russiain Europe and the Ural
Mountains reported its findings.24 Roderick Murchison, author of
the work, argued after reviewing the report that
The hands of man...are still affecting considerable changes, in large
tracks of Russia by the destruction of her forest...a few centuries
only have elapsed since northern Russia was a dense virgin forest...but now her gigantic pine trees are felled, lakes and marshes
are drained...and in great measure account for the diminution of
...the waters of the Volga and...the cause of increasing drought. 25

The Proceedings of the Zoological Society of London in 1848
further discussed the report 26 It then came to the attention of the
Royal College of Surgeons and also, to a Colonel Jackson, secretary of the Royal Geographical Society of London, who read portions of the report in an address to the society.27
The phenomenon of tropical islands and deforestation was
still hotly discussed in the nineteenth century. In 1830 the
Reverend Landsown Guilding of St. Vincent presented a paper
where he subjoined an account of rainfall measurement between
1825 and 1829. He announced — as new knowledge — his theory that climate and deforestation were linked, and he did so without any previous reference to 18th century observations. He
wrote that "Climate has been considerably affected by the continued industry of man and his daily encroachment on the
primeval forest....so much has this change been felt, that laws
have been passed to prevent the cutting down of timber in certain
directions...."28 This tortuous path is typical of the observations of
deforestation and climate change that circulated around the
colonies, Europe, the United States, and elsewhere.
Another broadly circulated book, The Plant, a Biography,
concentrated its observations not on tropical islands but on the
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 1999
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Mediterranean region.29 The author, Mathias Schleiden, observed
that clover, which required plentiful rainfall, had passed from
Greece to Italy and then to southern Germany where, due to
deforestation and dry conditions, it grew only in the more northern countries. He warned that:
If the contended clearing and destruction of forests is at first followed by greater warmth, more southern climate, and more luxuriant thriving of the more delicate plants, yet it draws close behind
this desirable condition another which restrains the habitability of a
region within as narrow as, and perhaps even narrower limits, than
before. 30

He concluded with a statement reflecting a remarkably modern environmental sensibility:
A broad band of wasteland follows gradually the steps of civilization. If it expands, its center and its cradle dies, and on the outer
borders only does one find green shoots. But it is not impossible,
only difficult for man, without renouncing the advantage of culture
itself, one day to make reparation for the injury he has inflicted; he
is the appointed lord of creation."

Nature lay before man, "in her wild and sublime beauty," but
behind man lay "a desert, a deformed and ruined land" because
of this thoughtless destruction of "vegetable treasures."31
But the middle-class reader also came across climate theories.
Dr. Tristram's popular Natural History of the Bible claimed deforestation led to climate change and backed up his assertion by
using ancient literary sources to compare rainfall of ancient Israel
to modern Palestine.32
He wrote that:
There is every probability that when the country was well wooded
and terraced, and those terraces clad with olive trees, the spring
rains were more copious than at present. Many light clouds which
now pass over from the west would then be attracted and precipitated in rain over the highlands. At present, without any effort to
utilize the bountiful supplies of Providence, three-fourths of the
rainfall are wholly wasted. 33

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/ccr/vol40/iss40/3
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Later in the century such observations would inundate journals, newspapers, and even general encyclopedias. Another popular book in the 1870s entitled Information for the People argued
that "science has proved" forests exercise a "benign influence on
the climate" as well as on the health, security, and prosperity of
the country. New forestry methods are now practiced not only in
Britain but "also her Colonies and the Indian Empire."34
Journalists also picked up the point. The Hawaiian Gazette was
not unique when it made the case in 1876 for forest preservation
laws based on a climate theory — not of the tropical islands —
but of "various European nations," where the forests are the
life of a land, as lungs are to the life of the animal. When a land is
shorn of its forests, its green fields became barren wastes, its rivers
became dry in summer, and rain destructive torrents in winter.
[And] it finally becomes a desert, fit only for the abode of owls and
bats.35

North America offered many examples for the newly popular
climate theory. The Magazine of Natural History in 1834
observed that small rivers and streams in Kentucky had gone dry
precisely in those areas where timber had been cleared thirty
years earlier. In New Jersey observers noted the same phenomenon with worse results, many of the brooks having disappeared
forever.36
The classic text for climate theory pulled together various
geographical examples about deforestation and rainfall. George
Perkins Marsh's Nature and Man utilized examples from Europe,
the United States, and much of the world, making only scant mention of St. Helena, and none of Mauritius.37 Even earlier, however, Marsh had traced out the basic ideas of climate and deforestation in his observations of hillside clearings in Vermont
which, he argued, were too glaring to have escaped the notice of
any "observing person."38 He warned that treeless hillsides in
Vermont could not absorb the rains, so that now water "fill[s]
every ravine with a torrent and [has] converged] every river into
an ocean." Meadows became deserts in summer, and seas in the
autumn and spring.39 His observations of deforestation centered
on Europe, especially France after the French Revolution.
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 1999
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It is in this milieu of broad-based discussion in scientific journals, magazines, and popular books that the climate theory was
disseminated throughout the nineteenth century. No one narrow
path was responsible, neither the island deforestation cited by
Groves nor the group of medical surgeons working for the East
India Company. This broad-based discussion gave background
to the very specific concerns of Indian administrators and led to
the innovations of Indian foresters and thus to the paradigm for a
world-wide environmentalism. Climate theory made it clear that
it may be necessary for "the planting of a wilderness" if the needs
of climate demanded it, and this perception percolated through a
variety of cultural venues.40
3. State Intervention and World Environmentalism
If Victorian imperial officials saw deforestation as the problem, then they also saw conservation as the obvious solution.
Before the 1960s environmentalist thought revolved around
forests and their preservation. Early advocacy for preservation
focused on forest land for a number of reasons. Timber supply
and revenue questions always demanded the attention of governments. But climate theories that explained how forest lands
affected rainfall, along with soil preservation, water flow, animal
life, and the preservation of a variety of forest flora and fauna
made forestry the most pressing environmental issue of the late
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Defined broadly, environmentalism means merely the advocacy of a proper balance
between humans and the natural world. Certainly a history of
modern environmentalism is a history of the relationship of people with their environment, particularly the history of advocacy
and preservation.41
More specifically, Worster defined environmentalism as
....a set of environmental ideals demanded by an urban, industrial
society. The period from 1860-1915 saw the emergence of these
ideals, a body of thought that we can call environmentalism. That
man's welfare depends crucially on his physical surroundings was
a central premise of the new environmentalism. Another sacred
assumption was that it is better for society, through the agency of
experts, to design and direct the development of the landscape

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/ccr/vol40/iss40/3
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rather than leave the process in the hands of untrained, self-interested men. Coordinated public planning would end what was
viewed as the haphazard and exploitive practices common in the
laissez-faire approach. A third dictum of the emerging environmentalism, and perhaps the most important, was the belief that science and scientific methods must become the chief foundation on
which environmental plans would be built.42

In American Environmentalism:
The Formative Period,
1860-1915, Worster equated the conservation movement with
environmentalism, asserting as most environmental scholars do,
that the conservation of forest lands constituted an early phase of
environmentalism — even when those lands were set aside only
for issues of timber supply and revenue. Only after World War II
did the focus of the environmental movement shift to pollution
and health concerns.43 Forest history is the history of how humans
have related to much of the natural world, and therefore, it has
played a central role in the history of environmentalism.
The forest remained the primary focus of environmental concern before World War II. Forest clearance in northwestern
Europe caused widespread concern over fuel supply, timber, climate, and water flow.44 The earliest regulation of forest use
occurred within the framework of custom and usage. Legal strictures tended to preserve traditional forest usage for every stratum
of society — for king, church, nobleman, and peasant. Though
deforestation sometimes raised concern, this concern did not
amount to a modern conception of environmentalism with all its
varied implications of ecological balance, biota preservation,
waterflow, soil, air, and climate stability.
As Glacken pointed out:
The reservation of choice forest areas for hunting grounds is a
type of forest use that has been mentioned frequently in modern histories of forests. The argument is that this was unwitting conservation, not because the need for such conservation was understood,
but because royal or noble enthusiasm for hunting enforced exclusions of destructive intruders. In France, these policies engendered
hatreds against the forests and their royal and noble owners that
reached a climax in the French Revolution. Although there is no
doubt that forest landscapes were maintained which would other-
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wise have been destroyed, this emphasis does less than justice to
the history of forest use and to the complexities in customary practice and usage, especially in the later middle ages.45
It is true that English nobles in the thirteenth century gained
from King John the Magna Carta and with it a forest Charter. 46
But forest laws often forbade the creation of new forests in order
to preserve arable land. Forest rules were not intended to affect
"nature" and man's relation to it in any broad sense, but remained
local and wholly pragmatic.47 The rights of usage tended to narrow throughout the middle ages and early modern period to more
precisely define local rights and exigencies.48
Two founding documents indicate a new reticence about
man's modification of nature: John Evelyn's Silva, and the
French Forest Ordinance of 1669. Under the English king
Charles II, following the devastation of the civil war, the Royal
Society deputized Evelyn to publish an essay regarding the timber supply. The Society feared that glass and iron factories unduly depleted England of wood, and that after a harvest of trees few
members of the landed elite had attempted to reforest their
estates. Evelyn, drawing on quotations from the classics, argued
in a spirited report to the Society that a national forestry policy
would resolve tension between forests, agriculture, grazing and
industry.49 He argued that the practice of forestry aided the
defense of the realm by provisioning the navy and the economy.
England needed oak for the ships, cider for the sailors, and charcoal as fuel for the glassworks and iron furnaces.
Of these latter he complained that
Truly, the waste and destruction of our woods has been so universal,
that I conceive nothing less than a universal plantation of all sorts of
trees will supply, and will encounter [sic] the defect....50
The "devouring iron-mills" were ruining England, Evelyn
argued, and the mills ought to relocate to New England where a
limitless supply of wood grew. Interestingly enough, however, he
linked deforestation with climate by observing how deeply forested areas produced moist unhealthy air. Though he argued that
landowners ought to replant trees for both aesthetic and economhttps://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/ccr/vol40/iss40/3
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ic reasons, he also concurred with the popular understanding that
a forest erodes good health and "would hinder the necessary evolution (that is, the action of flying out or away) of... superfluous
moisture and intercourse of the air...." Thus to clear forests had
the healthful effect of "letting in the air and the sun and making
the earth fit for tillage and pasture," while forests lands, "those
gloomy tracts," have in England "now become healthy and habitable" because greatly reduced.51
Passed under Louis XIV, The French Forest Ordinance of
1669 turned a bewildering array of local customs and rights into
a national and consistent set of regulations. The bill of 1669
reformed the general forest code of Melun, passed under Charles
V in 1376. Colbert, minister for Louis XIV, feared that "France
will perish for lack of woods" if additional action did not ensue;
hence he appointed in 1662 a commission to investigate the abuse
of forest lands along with the supply of timber for the navy.
Colbert then divided France into 18 arrondissements (grandesMaitrises des eaux et forets). With special regulations for fir
forests of mountain regions (which supplied ships masts), his
ministry reserved one fourth of the public forest area — including
the forests of royal and corporate estates.52
Clearly both Evelyn's Silva and the French Forest Ordinance
of 1669 had environmental implications. Both recommended
replacing local regulation and customary usage with a coherent
national policy. Both affected private owners. But in France, due
to greater royal and corporate ownership and a more centralized
bureaucracy, Colbert succeeded in applying the rudiments of a
national forest policy. In England a landed elite held land with
highly developed property rights that blocked the implementation
of Evelyn's suggestions, and retarded the evolution of a coherent
national policy.53
But in the empire, it was different. In the nineteenth century
Imperial intervention in nature acted as a subset of wider state
intervention generally and partially explains why British India
played a founding role in the development of environmental legislation and practice. But other reasons were also important for
the development of a environmental practice in British India.
One such reason was the availability of massive wilderness
and forest areas. Eugene Cittadino has pointed out that certain
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 1999
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forms of scientific study occurred outside of Europe and Britain,
specifically in the colonial context of European imperialism.54 In
both Germany and Britain, universities produced an oversupply
of trained specialists in the field of botany who, in the 1860s,
could not all find teaching positions. Moreover, with such heavy
cultivation of land in northwestern Europe, botanists could find
relatively little "natural" habitats that compared with the rich
diversity of the colonies. The British colonies beckoned to young
graduates who saw not a wild waste of jungle and savanna, but a
frontier of new knowledge, adventure and discovery.55
India in particular lured specialists. The jewel in the British
Crown proved multi-faceted, with vast forests, savanna, and
grasslands studded with exotic animals and fauna.56 Further,
British investment in India's economy and infrastructure
increased steadily throughout the nineteenth century, and (fortunately for "the fathers of Indian forestry") British administrators
hired fairly indiscriminately among Europeans, Germans in particular, with a background in botany or forestry.
But how exactly, in an age of laissez-faire, did empire forestry
arise? With an official policy of settlement and development how
did such vast areas of land come to be protected? What shift of
attitude or belief divorced public opinion from laissez-faire?
Why did the public embrace governmental intervention and environmentalism? How did public ownership of land came to be celebrated, with a new and barely defined professional corps of government foresters such as Dietrich Brandis and Gifford Pinchot
feted as popular heroes?
This shift toward environmental practice in the nineteenth and
early twentieth centuries depended upon a shift toward state intervention and a decline, in the mid to late-nineteenth century, of the
entrepreneurial ideal which allowed private entrepreneurs to
exploit resources without looking to the future.57 A.V. Dicey
named the 1860s as the turning point toward collectivism.58 The
Benthamite appeal to reform the new industrial cities and impose
sanitation, police, education, and work standards marked a new
form of state intervention hitherto unknown in liberal Victorian
society. It amounted, Harold Perkin argued,
to a major change in the attitude of the State to the free market,
from the assumption that the market could be safely left to the hid-
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den hand of self-interest and competition...to the assumption that,
although the market should still be free, the strong could not be
expected not to exploit the weak unless the State laid down some
very firm rules of conduct for all bargainers. 59

Indian civil servants — who dutifully read the London Times
— undoubtedly noticed the huge Victorian outcry against the
attempt to enclose commons by private landlords. Attempts to
slow the conversion of public land into private land had already
progressed by the time Dalhousie issued the Forest Charter in
1855, the founding constitution of modern environmental practice
that established the right of the state over waste land. The
General Enclosure Act of 1836 banned enclosure within ten miles
of London, and protected other large towns from enclosure at
varying distances from the city limits. But the attempt by landlords to enclose Hampstead Heath, Clapham, Plumstead,
Tooting, Graveney, and Epping Forest aroused fierce public opposition in the 1860s. By 1865 the Commons Preservation Society
was established and in 1866 the Metropolitan Commons Act of
1866 provided for a public management of commons within
London itself. From this point on, enclosure of open fields virtually ceased.60
Against this glacial shift from Adam Smith individualism to
Benthamite collectivism emerged the new environmental interventions — paternalistic, radical, and previously untried — first
in British India, then the other British colonies and the United
States. This shift is praised by Bernard Fernow, Forestry Chief in
the United States in the 1880s and 1890s, as a necessary change
"since the propaganda of forestry began." He argued that "socialist attitude" led to an expansion of federal power in various directions, of which environmentalism claimed its share.61
The age of imperialism could easily be dubbed the "age of the
great interference." Nature, increasingly in the nineteenth century, could be interfered with and improved. This radical concept
required both eighteenth-century ideas of progress and nineteenth
century scenarios of imminent doom. The only question remaining for true believers in progress was this: is nature to be left
alone as an autonomous mode of production, or is it to be managed, and possibly improved? Both answers were proposed, but
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the latter predominated. Mixed with the elixir of imperialism, the
greatest interference the world had ever witnessed began to
unfold. Vast tracts of land were claimed for the state, declared a
protected area, and invaded by fireguards, rangers, and administrators. Utterly unlike the conservative royal forestry of French
and English kings, the new environmentalism took action to
expand and enforce a multi-use model of management over areas
new to European rule. Armed with a western conception of law
and a formula of absolute property rights for both the individual
and the state, forestry became an international profession with
global specialists ruling an empire of trees and grasslands. The
new protected forests marked the formalization of a divorce that
had been threatened (as Glacken argued) since the early modern
period — the final separation of man in nature, to man over
nature.
Conclusion
Enlightenment ideas of optimism and the Malthusian reaction
of managed pessimism did not remain in the domain only of
philosophers and imperial officials. Writers romanticized the role
of the forester and helped create public demand for intervention.
Kipling provides an example of this. Among his least known
works today, In the Rukh, is Kipling's first Mowgli story, now
eclipsed by the success of the reworked Jungle Book stories. First
published in Many Inventions, the story was republished in
McClure's Magazine in June 1896.62 Rukh means forest, and the
idea for the story came to Kipling after a meeting with Berthold
Ribbentrop, Inspector-General of Forests in India, who inspired
the author with tales of heroes who had the "reboisement [reforesting] of all India in its hands."
Kipling wrote this first Mowgli story to present an ideal
forester as a new Adam, ready to join governmental service in the
biggest endeavor in human history — nothing less than the reforestation of the world, starting with India. The story should be
quoted at some length because it shows not only the many meanings of the word nature to a nineteenth century immigrant in
India, but also how empire forestry captured the imagination of
the public through such a best-selling artist as Kipling. It is interesting to note that Kipling wrote the story in Vermont and pubhttps://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/ccr/vol40/iss40/3
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lished it first in an American magazine, illustrating the circulation
of empire forestry accomplishments outside the British empire:
Of the wheels of public service that turn under the Indian
Government, there is none more important than the Department of
Woods and Forests. The reboisement of all India is in its hands....Its
servants wrestle with wandering sand-torrents and shifting
dunes....They are responsible for all the timber in the State Forests
of the Himalayas, as well as the denuded hillsides that the monsoons
wash into dry gullies and aching ravines....They experiment with
battalions of foreign trees, and coax the blue gum to take root and
perhaps, dry up the Canal fever. In the plains the chief part of their
duty is to see that the belt fire-lines in the forest reserves are kept
clean, so that when drought comes and the cattle starve, they may
throw the reserve open to the villager's herds and allow the man
himself to gather sticks. They poll and lop for the stacked railway
fuel along the lines that burn no coal; they calculate the profit of
their plantations to five points of decimals; they're the doctors and
midwives of the huge teak forests of Upper Burma, the rubber of the
Eastern Jungles and the gall-nuts of the South: and they are always
hampered by lack of funds. But since a Forest Officer's business
takes him far from the beaten roads and the regular stations, he
learns to grow wise in more than wood-lore alone; to know the people and the polity of the jungle; meeting tiger, bear, leopard, wilddog, and all the deer, not once or twice after days of beating, but
again and again in the execution of his duty. He spends much time
in saddle or under canvas — the friend of newly-planted trees, the
associate of uncouth rangers and hairy trackers — till the woods,
that show his care, in turn set their mark upon him, and he ceases to
sing the naughty French songs he learned at Nancy, and grows silent
with the silent things of the underbrush. 63

Kipling's romanticizing of "that Greek God" Mowgli,
"faunus himself," reflected the complicated late nineteenth-century view of nature. Sometimes shown as secular, sometimes shown
as teleological or even pagan, nature is dappled with multiple
meanings. Kipling made Muller, the fictionalized Ribbentrop,
"The gigantic German who was the head of the woods and forests
of all India, head ranger from Burma to Bombay," explain his various feelings about the Rukh. Muller drops into his camp chair
"with a sigh of satisfaction as he lighted a cheroot" and surveys
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the jungle around him in the light of the fire, to explain in his
thick German accent, that "When I am making reports I am a Free
Thinker und Atheist, but here in the Rukh I am more than
Christian. I am Bagan [pagan] also." But despite his "bagan"
sentiments, nature remained unknowable to the inspector general
and so Muller in desperation admits, ... "I know dot, Bagan or
Christian, I shall nefer know der inwardness of der Rukh."64
If the essence of nature is unknowable for civilized man, it
need not remain so for the ideal forest service employee, Mowgli.
Mowgli is presented as the perfect recruit, nursed on the milk of
nature herself. "An angel strayed among the wood," who spoke
with a voice "clear and bell-like, utterly different from the usual
whine of the native." He could disappear from sight like a ghost
without a sound and then appear like morning mist, cognizant of
every trick of the jungle, every inclination of bird, snake and buffalo. Gibson, a forest ranger, thought, when he first met Mowgli,
that he "must get him into the government service somehow...he
is a miracle — a lusus naturae..." Muller observed that "he is
before der Iron Age, and der Stone age. Look here, he is at der
beginnings of der history of man — Adam in der garden...he is
older than...der gods."65
The naked Mowgli, standing godlike before a blazing fire,
"the very form and likeness of that Greek God" Apollo, is told by
Muller that he commanded five to ten thousand forest guards, and
that Mowgli's new job as a forest guard is "to drive the villager's
goats away" when they have no permit, to watch the game, and
"to give sure warning of all fires in the Rukh." After this he
would be paid and given "at the end...a pension." Mowgli readily accepted, for he loved the forest above all things and the rule
of British forest law protected his home and playground. In
youth, a jungle boy; in maturity, an empire forester.66
In the United States three key individuals carried on the role
of the heroic forester battling waste, greed and forest fire. The
first, a federal forest agent and America's first governmental
forester, Franklin Hough, then Charles Sargeant, a botanist by
training and editor of the once influential Garden and Forest, and
finally Gifford Pinchot, founder of the United States Forest
Service, whose propaganda efforts were greatly aided by the
hugely influential National Geographic Magazine,67
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By 1928 the conservationist practices touted at the 1928
British Empire Forestry Conference covered much of the globe.
A public devoted to the ideals of laissez faire had been won over
to the ideas and practice of environmentalism. The mix of
enlightenment optimism, Victorian pessimism, and a belief in the
efficacy of state intervention provided the framework for this
action.
Northwestern University
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